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1 Introduction

Representation and embedding learning is a popular field in recent NLP researches. Word embedding maps words to
high dimensional vectors while preserving their syntactic and semantic relations. Popular embedding methods like
Word2vec[17] and Glove[7] focus on matrix factorization perspective while contextual word embedding methods like
ELMo[11] and BERT[6] focus on deep methods exploiting word variance in different contexts. All of those methods
take advantages of a large corpus, which provides abundant language usage to learn embeddings from. One main
disadvantage of learned embeddings is that they usually fail to differentiate real entities. For example, shoe and jean
have very similar embeddings as they often appear in similar contexts while they actually refer to different entities.

In order to address this problem people are trying to use knowledge graph as another form of structuralized relational
knowledge representation in generating word embeddings. In this project, we aim to derive word embeddings from only
knowledge graph using different state-of-art graph models and exam their embeddings quality. Our contributions include
(1)applying two different graphic models on existing dataset, both of which achieve decent results, and (2)working out
a new dataset from WordNet that is compatible with word embedding learning.

2 Related Work

2.1 Knowledge Graph Based Embeddings

Knowledge graphs such as Freebase[1] and WordNet[12] are graph representations of sets of nodes (entities) and edges
(relations) in natural language format. Each edge in knowledge graph with its end points consists a relation triple. (car,
_hypernyms, wheeled_vehicle) is an example triple from WordNet, meaning that the entity car is a wheeled_vehicle.

In order to extract word embeddings, while many other researchers focus on learning from corpus[9], it would be
interesting to know how much we can learn about an entity from just a knowledge graph. Even though there are
very efficient and expressive random walk approaches to node embeddings such as Node2Vec[4], they cannot model
multi-relational data in knowledge graph. In order to embed knowledge graph, there are two popolar classes of encoders:
"shallow" encoders that are using transitional-based models, and "deep" encoders that are using neural network.

For shallow encoders, a well-known model is TransE[2], which uses a transitional characteristic to model relations
between entities and learns to update embeddings such that valid triples obtain lower L1 distance score than invalid
triples. Based on TransE, there are some models such as TransH[19], TransR[10] and TransD[8] that employs additional
projection matrices to transform the embeddings of head and tail entities into the relation vector space. Besides, there
are some models modify the triple score calculation in TransE. For instance, DISTMULT[20] uses a tri-linear dot
product to compute the score of each triple.

For deep encoders, the first CNN-based model is ConvE[3]. It reshapes and concatenates the embedding of head
entity and the relation into an input matrix and then feed into the convolution layer with several different 3x3 conv
kernels. The outputs of these kernels are then mapped into a vector, which is dot-producted with the embedding of



tail entity to return the score of the triple. A weakness of ConvE is that it only focuses on local relationships among
different dimensions of each entry in the embedding triple. Another model, ConvKB[14], overcomes this weakness
by concatenating all of the three entries in the embedding triple instead of two, and it uses several different 1x3 conv
kernels to extract the global relationships among the same dimensions. Besides, there is also R-GCN[15], which applies
GCN (Graph Convolutional Networks) to relational data. GCN aggregates messages from the neighbors with a equal
weight. A better model that aggregates messages from the neighbors with a learnable attention weighting factor is
GAT[18].

Comparing different models above, shallow encoders are more scalable and provide some interpretability but cannot
generate embeddings for nodes that are not seen during training and it is hard for them to incorporate node features.
Deep encoders, with more parameters and deep layers of nonlinear transformations, can be more expressive and leverage
graph features, but they are harder and slower to train. In this project, we want to explore both shallow and deep
encoders and compare their performance.

2.2 Corpus Based Embeddings

Corpus based embeddings have been proven much better in relatedness tasks. Hassan et al.[5] has demonstrated that the
SOTA results of knowledge-graph-based embedding can only achieve 0.415 in Spearman Rho on WordSimilarity-353
relatedness dataset while corpus-based methods could achieve 0.581. Even though deriving embedding solely from
KB doesn’t seem to be a good idea, recent researches have shown that hybrid approaches could be very helpful in
learning a representative embedding. Hybrid methods like Retrofitting[9] and ConceptNet[16] turn out to be great
success in incorporating KB information to corpus based embeddings and latter one achieve SOTA performance with
0.828 Spearman Rho.

3 Dataset

In this project, we use 3 datasets: WN18RR, WN_derived (created by ourselves) and MEN. We use WN* datasets for
training and MEN dataset for evaluation.

3.1 WN18RR

WN18RR is a subset of WordNet with 40943 nodes and 93003 edges. The nodes are synsets of every word and each
edge is one of 11 relations. One word could map to multiple nodes if it’s associated with multiple synsets. This dataset
is mainly used for link prediction task and it intentionally removes some nodes and edges from the whole WordNet
knowledge base to form a subgraph. This subgraph preserves some graphic property of the knowledge graph thus can
be used as a small knowledge base. We will base most of our experiment on this dataset to explore model variety and
tune hyper-parameters in consideration of limited time and computation power.

As WN18RR is a subset of WN_derived, it inherits the overall macro, micro, and meso-scopic properties from
WN_derived. Therefore, we will only include the analysis result of WN_derived in this paper.

3.2 WN_derived

WN18RR might not be an ideal dataset to derive word embeddings for two reasons. First, WN18RR might remove
some edges that are crucial to some words (e.g. isolate some nodes) or important synsets of some words, resulting in
a biased representation of word embeddings. Second, synsets are hard to directly apply to word embeddings as one
word could map to multiple synsets. To solve these problems we decide to modify the graph structure and extend the
subgraph to the whole KB. First we merge all synsets with same word into one node while keeping all edges. Then we
extend the most dominating 8 relations of WN18RR to the whole knowledge base and add a new relation _synonym
which connects two nodes if they both share a same synset. For example, coat and cake are synonyms with the in
meaning form a coat over, but not for other meanings of cake. This new relation could eliminate the loss of information
of sense sharing of original synset-based graphs.

3.2.1 Basic Network Properties

For WN_derived, there are 155249 nodes and 561709 edges in total, with each edge falling into one of the 8 relations.
We calculated the number of edges, diameter, size of the maximum SCC, size of the maximum WCC, and the mean
clustering coefficient for each relation, shown in Table 2.
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Relation Counts Example
_synonym 304856 (able, capable)

_hypernyms 181576 (car, wheeled_vehicle)
_derivationally_related_form 45334 (able, ability)

_member_meronym 12229 (supernatural, spiritual_being)
_has_part 8983 (car, air_bag)

_instance_hypernym 8396 (northeast, geographical_area)
_synset_domain_topic_of 6377 (computer, computer_science)

_also_see 2663 (concrete, real)
Table 1: Example of our WN_derived dataset.

relation_name diameter max_scc max_wcc mean_cluster_coef
_synonym 20 26330 26330 0.348135

_hypernyms 20 6072 76314 0.009502
_derivationally_related_form 29 1499 17823 0.010854

_member_meronym 27 2 10127 0.000038
_has_part 22 3 5423 0.000946

_instance_hypernym 14 1 5846 0.000002
_synset_domain_topic_of 12 2 5426 0.000118

_also_see 0 806 916 0.000795
Table 2: Graphic properties of 8 relations

From the table above, we can see that the clustering coefficient of _synonym is significantly larger than the other
relations, even considering its relatively larger edge count. This observation is aligned to our empirical knowledge, as
_synonym is approximately an equivalence relation.

We also see that the relations _member_meronym, _has_part, _instance_hypernym, _synset_domain_topic_of
all have their max_wcc close to their number of edges in Table 1; that implies in those relations, there is only one large
WCC.

3.2.2 Degree Distributions

We also calculate the distribution of in-degree, out-degree, and size of WCCs in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Degree distribution of 8 relations in WN_derived
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From Figure 1 we can see that in this knowledge graph, number of high in-degree nodes ≈ number of high out-degree
nodes for relations _synonym and _also_see; number of high in-degree nodes > number of high out-degree nodes for
relations _derivationally_related_form, _member_meronym and _has_part; number of high in-degree nodes < number
of high out-degree nodes for relations _hypernyms, _instance_hypernym and _synset_domain_topic_of.

In order to gain more insights in the graph structure, we count the number of motifs in each graph. The number of each
motif matches our observation in this section and gives us insights with finer granularity on graph structure.

3.2.3 Motif Counts

Motifs are very significant in revealing mesoscopic properties of each relation in the graph. In this study, we count
all directed motifs of size 3 for each relation in WN_derived in Table 3. From this table we can see that _synonym
and _also_see contain mostly motif 8, implying that these two relations are mostly closely connected small clusters.
_hypernyms, _instance_hypernym and _synset_domain_topic_of contain mostly motif 4, meaning that they are mainly
influx from many nodes to a few target nodes. The rest four relations contain mostly motif 1, implying they are outflows
from a few sources and basically tree-like structure.

relation_name
_synonym 0 0 0 0 410753 151257

_hypernyms 385658 765803 4301 3426097 68 0
_derivationally_related_form 11206 7632 9228 4078 1823 38

_member_meronym 60272 11091 11 307 0 0
_has_part 41612 7740 0 2983 0 0

_instance_hypernym 2604 682 0 481722 0 0
_synset_domain_topic_of 609 542 0 241192 0 0

_also_see 35 29 225 16 1870 99
Table 3: Motif counts of 8 relations

Also, we sampled the 2-hop neighbourhoods of some nodes, an example is shown in Figure 2

Figure 2: Undirect 2-hop subgraph of WN_derived with center word "stanford_university"
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3.3 MEN

We use MEN as our evaluation set. MEN is a relatedness dataset containing 3000 pairs of words where each pair is
assigned a relatedness score. For example, (’sun’ and ’sunlight’) has score 50 while (’angel’ and ’gasoline’) has score 1.
We will talk about the score computation in detail in Method section.

Our vocabulary in WN18RR and WN_derived doesn’t fully cover MEN’s vocabulary, so we filter out 1099 words and
use the remaining 1901 pairs as our evaluation set.

4 Method

4.1 Models

A knowledge graph is denoted as a directed graph G = (E,R), where E is the set of entities represented as nodes, and
R is the set of relations represented as edges. Each "data" in the graph is a tripe tkij = (ei, rk, ej), where ei is a head
entity and ej is the tail entity.

Let’s denote hi = the embedding of the i-th entity (ei), gi = the embedding of the i-th relation (ri).

We have explored with three different models in project: a baseline model (retrofitting), a shallow encoder, and a deep
encoder.

4.1.1 Baseline: Retrofitting

Our baseline model is Retrofitting on a randomly generated embedding. Retrofitting minimizes the objective function∑
i∈V

α||qi − q̂i||2 +
∑

(i,j,r)∈E

β||qi − qj ||2

where q̂i refers to original embedding for word i while qi refers to retrofitted embedding for word i. α and β are
hyperparameters to tune.

4.1.2 Shallow Encoder: TransE

We first explored a shallow knowledge graph encoder, TransE, which views relations as translations. We followed
the TransE pseudo-code in Lecture07, in each iteration, the entity embeddings are normalized and then the entity and
relation embeddings are updated with regard to comparative loss:

L =
∑

tkij∈S,tk
′

ij∈S′

[γ + dtkij − dtk′
ij
]+

Where γ is a hyper-parameter for margin, S is the set of valid triples in the batch, S′ is the set of invalid triples formed
by replacing a head or tail entity from the valid triples, dtkij = ||hi + gk − hj ||1. In this way, the comparative loss
favors small distance for valid triples and large distance for corrupted triples. As we discussed in HW2, TransE is not
guaranteed to generate perferct embeddings.

4.1.3 Deep Encoder: GAT

We chose GAT as our deep encoder to derive word embeddings. An advantage of GAT over GCN is that it can learn to
assign different importance to neighbors for every node using an attention mechanism, instead of treating all neighbors
equally and simply aggregating the neighbor messages by taking their average.

The GAT model for deriving graph embeddings with relational edges is formulated as follow:

Given a triple tkij = (ei, rk, ej), the embeddings at l-th GAT layer are hl
i, h

l
j , gl

k. Then the triple can be represented
as a vector clijk = W0[h

l
i||hl

j ||gl
k], where W0 is a linear transformation parameter matrix. Then let W l

1 denotes
a parameter matrix of the l-th GAT layer. Let a be a non-linear attention mechanism that computes the attention
coefficients bijk (in this project, we used LeakyReLU for a):

blijk = a(W l
1c

l−1
ijk )
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Then the weighting factor (importance), αijk, of the node ei’s message to node ej through edge rk is computed as:

αijk =
exp(blijk)∑

n∈N (ei)

∑
r∈R(ei,en)

exp(blinr)

Where N (ei) denotes the neighbor set of ei, andR(ei, ej) denotes the set of all relations from ei to ej . The messages
across neighborhoods are then aggregated with this weighting factor to generate the entity embedding:

hl
i = σ

 ∑
j∈N (ei)

∑
r∈R(ei,ej)

αijkc
l−1
ijk


We also used a multi-head attention process: the attention operations described above in each layer are independently
replicated Nh (number of attention heads, in the experiments, we used 2 heads) times, and the outputs are then
concatenated together. So the embedding becomes:

hl
i = ‖

Nh
n=1σ

 ∑
j∈N (ei)

∑
r∈R(ei,ej)

α
(n)
ijkc

l−1(n)

ijk


For the last layer, the outputs are averaged together instead of being concatenated to get the final entity embedding:

hk=klast
i = σ

 1

Nh

Nh∑
n=1

∑
j∈N (ei)

∑
r∈R(ei,ej)

α
(n)
ijkc

l−1(n)

ijk


For relation embeddings, we simply use a linear transformation at each GAT layer:

gl
k = W l

2g
l−1
k

To train GAT, the comparative loss is used as the objective, which is discussed in the TransE section. After training
GAT, inspired by D. Nathani et al.[13], we also employed a second step: further tune the embeddings using ConvKB
by Nguyen et al. [14], which can generalize global relationships and transitional characteristics between entities and
relations.

4.2 Evaluation

We have two metrics to evaluate our learned embedding: one in NLP aspect, and the other in Graph aspect.

4.2.1 Spearman Rho

We use Spearman correlationship between ground truth relatedness and computed similarity as our evaluation of
embedding quality. We first compute cosine similarity between each pair of word embeddings and use the Spearman
correlationship between the true score rank and the computed similarity scores. Since the raters sometimes disagree
with each other, average correlationship of rating is at 0.84 among human graders, which should be the upper bound
performance in this task. A higher Spearman Rho reveals better embeddings performance.

4.2.2 Mean Rank (MR)

Besides evaluating the entity embeddings in NLP aspect, we also evaluate both the entity and relation embeddings in
Graph aspect. To do that, we evaluate the performance of our embeddings on Link Prediction task using MR. Given
two elements within a triple (an entity and a relation), link prediction tries to recover the third element which is missing
(given head and relation, predict tail; or given tail and relation, predict head). MR then measures the average position of
all ground-truth third element in the ascending-ranked list of all possible entities. We use the “filtered” setting protocol
(Bordes et al., 2013 [2]), i.e. removing any corrupted triples that appear in the knowledge graph. A lower MR reveals
better link prediction performance.
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5 Experiment

5.1 Retrofitting

The randomly initialized embedding has 0.04218 Spearman Rho while retrofitted embedding has 0.07368 Spearman
Rho with α = 0.1 and β = 0.5 on WN18RR. The retrofitting method doesn’t perform well as the loss function tries to
"retro" with a randomly initialized embedding and "fit" with neighbors with a naive L2 similarity. Many relations in this
KB do not imply closeness so almost all nodes will collapse together and thus this method doesn’t perform quite well.

5.2 TransE

Trial Dataset Embedding Size Spearman Rho MR
1 WN18RR 50 0.26935 3632.4729
2 WN18RR 200 0.31297 3253.0957
3 WN_derived 200 0.34741 -

Table 4: Summary of TransE experiments results.

Figure 3: Training loss with different embedding size. The loss converges at around 550 epoch

We have run a total of 3 trials of experiments with TransE, for each trial, the model is trained with randomly initialized
embedding vectors and 1000 epochs.

From Table. 4 and Figure. 3, we can see in WN18RR dataset both experiments have converged and with 200 embedding
size MR is better. The better MR could generalize to better word embeddings from the Spearman Rho. We also apply
this algorithm to our WN_derived dataset and demonstrate that our dataset could generated word embeddings with
better quality with Spearman Rho 0.34741.

5.3 GAT

As our created WN_derived dataset has too many entities (almost 4 times the number of entities in WN18RR), running
GAT on this dataset results in a CUDA out of memory error (and running on CPU is 1 week per epoch). So due to
hardware limit, we were only able to experiment this deep encoder with WN18RR. We have run a total of 12 trials of
experiments. For each trial, the initial embeddings of GAT are randomly generated, the learned embeddings of GAT are
then served as the initial embeddings of ConvKB to be further tuned.

As shown in Table 5, with the same number of ConvKB training epochs, 3600 GAT training epochs give the best
performance (both Spearman rho and MR). This is in accordance with the loss plot in Figure 4(a), the GAT loss
converges at around 3000 epochs and GAT is overfitting with 5000 epochs. With the same number of GAT epochs, 200
additional ConvKB epochs give the best performance (both Spearman rho and MR). This is in accordance with the loss
plot in Figure 4(b), the ConvKB loss is minimized at around 200 epochs and ConvKB is overfitting with 300 epochs.

Besides, we can also observe in Table 5 that Spearman rho and MR are correlated: a set of embedding with a better
(higher) Spearman rho usually has a better (lower) MR, meaning that better performance in link prediction task often
yields better embeddings. However, the correlation doesn’t equal to 1. For example, trial 6 has a worse MR but a better
Spearman rho comparing to trial 9.
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Trial GAT Epoch ConvKB Epoch Spearman rho MR
1 2000 10 0.15407 3591.7755
2 2000 100 0.23242 2124.7049
3 2000 200 0.24849 1925.6746
4 2000 300 0.22532 1958.2912
5 3600 10 0.21358 3579.6529
6 3600 100 0.26896 2165.8865
7 3600 200 0.27077 1831.3712
8 3600 300 0.23336 1910.3781
9 5000 10 0.18251 3691.5445
10 5000 100 0.21086 2393.4598
11 5000 200 0.21711 2116.3494
12 5000 300 0.21046 2339.2052

Table 5: GAT experiments results (dataset = WN18RR, embedding size = 200).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Training loss of GAT and ConvKB

Comparing to TransE, GAT achieves better MR but worse Spearman rho, which means GAT performs better in link
prediction task but yields less generalizable embeddings. The reason could be that GAT is overfitting on this specific
single task so their embeddings might not capture a satisfactory general spatial representation.

6 Analysis

6.1 Relational Embedding

We extract relational embedding from the trained TransE model (Trial 3, since it has the best evaluation scores over all
experiments) and examine its property. The embeddings of relations match our prior understanding of them from mag-
nitude and similarity. In Figure 5 we can see from the magnitude bar plot that _synonym, _derivationally_related_from
and _also_see have the smallest magnitude and all of them indicate a similarity between words. This observation
matches our prior knowledge that if two nodes share one of these three relations they should be very similar. We can
also see that _instance_hypernym and _synset_domain_topic_of have large magnitude in embedding, meaning nodes
sharing these relations are relatively more different from each other than other relations.

From the similarity matrix we can see that relations are usually dissimilar except _hypernym and _derivation-
ally_related_from, which from our understanding are positively correlated. _has_part is very different from other
relations, implying this relation is very different from other relations and could be potentially informative.

6.2 Word Embedding

The embedding returned by TransE is able to capture semantic meaning quite well. We select 7 words and find 10 of
their nearest neighbor with respect to their transE embeddings in Table 6.
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Figure 5: Left: Magnitude of relation embeddings. Right: Similarity matrix of the 8 relations.

Center Neighbors

sun solarization, solarise, solarize, sunbathe, insolate, photosphere,
solarisation, chromosphere, sunlight, insolation

music performing_arts, euphonic, electronics, euphonious, euphony,
euphonous, computer_science, physics, euphonical, art

joseph jacob, isaac, ishmael, methuselah, judah, issachar,
paul, gomorrah, lot’s_wife, sodom

father beget, sire, engender, generate, mother, begetter,
fatherly, bring_forth, founding_father, male_parent

apple Malus_pumila, orchard_apple_tree, apple_tree, malus, siberian_crab,
american_crab_apple, wild_crab, wild_apple, Malus_sylvestris, iowa_crab

hydrogen hydrogenate, tritium, H, atomic_number_1, heat_content,
total_heat, enthalpy, hydrogenation, h, fluorine

jean dungaree, denim, blue_jean, levi’s, chino, trews,
slacks, stretch_pants, churidars, camlet

Table 6: 10 Nearest neighbor of trained TransE embeddings

Center Neighbors
apple iphone, android, mac, microsoft, samsung, applen, Apple, galaxy, touch, phone

hydrogen energy, gas, heat, blood, surface, potential, water, parts, lower, effect
jean shoes, dress, pink, bag, knit, colour, outfit, fit, white, coat

Table 7: 10 Nearest neighbor of Word2Vec embeddings

From these tables we can see that words with close semantic meaning are clustered together instead of syntactic. Graph
embeddings can model entities similarity despite their relative frequency comparing with corpus-based embedding
methods. For example, apple has closest neighbor Malus_pumila, which is the scientific name for apple and hydrogen
has neighbor H, which is chemical symbol of hydrogen. In comparison neighbors of apple in Word2Vec embeddings
are common words, as their embeddings are trained better than rare words. Words in a cluster of TransE embeding
refer to, or are hypernym or meronym of (contains or is-a), an specific entity and these embeddings could discriminate
different entities pretty well. For example, jean is closes to everything associated with pants, while in corpus-based
embeddings jeans is often confused with other wearable items like shoes and bag.
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We also plot the spatial embedding by projecting the original embedding to 2d using PCA. In Figure 6 we can see
similar entities are clustered together, and some closer entities form even smaller clusters like euphonious, euphony,
euphonous and euphonical.

Figure 6: Projections of word embeddings to 2 dim using PCA.

Another well-known task to test embedding quality is analogy detection. Unlike corpus-based matrix factorization
algorithms like Word2Vec and GloVe, TransE method can’t generalize well on unseen relations. In Word2Vec algorithm
we can see king ≈ father - mother + queen, while in TransE embeddings king and father - mother + queen are far
from each other given that there is no gender-related relation in our graph. This is expected as TransE only enforces
embeddings to satisfy pairwise relations while loosing constraints for structures at larger scope.

7 Conclusion

We have explored with two different models, shallow(TransE) and deep(GAT), to derive word embeddings from
knowledge graph. Both models have achieved decent results. The deep model performs better in single specific task
(link prediction) but yields less generalizable embeddings than the shallow model.

We also carefully look into the quality of generated TransE embeddings. We found they could accurately capture
semantic meaning while immune to words’ rarity which is crucial to corpus-based methods. The weakness of TransE
embedding is its limited vocabulary and poor performance in analogy detection, which restricts its application from
many NLP tasks.

In the future, we want to explore how much a knowledge graph could contribute on top of existing pretrained word
embeddings.
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